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Over the last three decades studies have demonstrated 
an increase in breast cancer incidence in both the United 
States (US) (1) and the United Kingdom (UK) (2). Globally, 
Forouzanfar et al. (3) report that breast cancer incidence 
increased from 641,000 cases in 1980 to 1,640,000 cases in 
2012, representing an annual rate of increase of 3.1%. Surgery 
is the cornerstone of definitive treatment for breast cancer 
and may involve removal of part (breast conserving surgery) 
or all (mastectomy) of the breast tissue (4,5). Of the 45,000 
women diagnosed with breast cancer annually in the UK, 30% 
to 40% undergo mastectomy (6). Furthermore, in a study of 
re-operation rates following breast conserving surgery in 
England, it was identified that of 55,297 women who had 
primary breast conserving surgery, 18.5% required a second 
breast operation, of which 7.7% were mastectomies (7).  
Breast reconstruction following mastectomy has become 
an integral part of patient rehabilitation (8,9) with 
approximately 75% of women who have undergone a 
mastectomy going on to have immediate or delayed 
unilateral or bilateral reconstruction surgery (10). In 
2011 it was estimated that approximately 96,000 breast 
reconstructive surgeries were performed in the US (11). 

Many studies have identified the negative psychosocial 
impact of mastectomy (12-14) and the benefits of breast 
reconstruction related to improving body image and 
restoring a lost sense of femininity is well documented 
(15-17). Consequently, objective evaluation of aesthetic 
outcomes after surgery for breast cancer is a consideration 
salient to reconstructive breast surgery. Restoring the shape 
and symmetry of the breast to correct the residual deformity 
following mastectomy and recreate a natural appearance 

that is satisfying to the patient is the primary objective of 
breast reconstruction (18,19). However, when assessing 
outcomes of reconstructive surgery it has been identified 
that patient perceptions may differ from those of their 
physicians (10) and the 2011 National Mastectomy and 
Breast Reconstruction Audit (4) indicates that around one-
fifth of women undergoing immediate breast reconstruction 
were not satisfied with the size of their reconstructed breast 
in comparison to their unaffected breast. Furthermore, 
one-third of patients were dissatisfied with how closely 
their breasts matched each other when unclothed. Linear 
deterioration in satisfaction of overall cosmetic outcomes of 
breast reconstruction have also been identified, reported by 
Clough et al. (20) to reduce from an acceptable level of 86% 
two years after completion of reconstructive surgery to only 
54% at five years. Moreover, in both the US and the UK an 
upward trend in claims for poor cosmetic result in breast care 
has been observed creating a significant cost burden (21,22). 

Despite the development of a range of direct and indirect 
techniques to assess operative outcomes and appraise 
breast aesthetics, there is no general consensus on the best 
assessment method of cosmesis (18,23-26) and explicit 
criteria remain an elusive outcome. Without explicit criteria, 
surgeons must develop and use their own criteria, or that 
which they feel most appropriate, to plan their reconstructive 
surgery. This variability in surgical planning may result in 
poor surgical outcomes leading to increased incidence of 
subsequent revision procedures (27). Traditionally used 
subjective methods of assessment to evaluate the results 
of breast reconstructive surgery, such as ordinal scales and 
visual analogues scales, have been reported to lack accuracy 
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and reproducibility (28-30) and it is suggested that reliance 
on observer rating interpretations and visual size estimates 
may negatively impact surgical outcomes (27). More 
sophisticated three-dimensional (3D) imaging techniques 
have been employed such as stereophotogrammetry, laser 
scanning, 3D digital photography and light digitisers (18). 
However whilst these techniques are non-invasive most are 
based on limited validation (30-34) and the availability of 
3D imaging hardware and software to improve patient care 
is limited (33). Furthermore, with single camera systems 
ranging from approximately $20,000 to $100,000 and the 
need for scanning systems to combine multiple cameras 
to obtain optimum results (27), these techniques may not 
be economically viable for routine use in clinical settings. 
An Archimedean method of quantifying breast volume, 
whereby a female patient lowers her breast into a water-
filled vessel and breast volume is calculated based on 
displaced water, has been utilised to evaluate patients 
breasts preoperatively (35). Similarly, thermoplastic 
casting approaches have been developed to quantify breast 
volume (36). However, due to the time-intensive nature 
and expense of these volumetric methods (18), in addition 
to high levels of patient discomfort (30), these have also 
failed to gain acceptance and have limited application in 
everyday breast surgery (37). 

Distinct anthropometric measurements of the breasts 
and its relative position from fixed skeletal and soft tissue 
landmarks provide a useful tool to appraise breast aesthetics, 
evaluate patients preoperatively and assess the outcome 
of surgical procedures to the breast (38-40). The absence 
of ptosis, a tear-drop shape, and proportional size with 
respect to the body are characteristics that are universally 
accepted criteria of the ‘ideal’ breast (26). However studies 
to determine ideal anthropometric values of the female 
breast, and establish standard values have relied on subjective 
aesthetic judgments of one surgeon alone or have conveyed 
no aesthetic judgment and instead used average linear 
measurements of the breast (41). Moreover, there is currently 
no consensus on how to assess breast anthropometry 
making comparison of outcomes difficult (33). However, 
this current lack of reference values should not negate the 
use of anthropometry as an assessment method of breast 
cosmesis. Rather further research should aim to establish 
reference values and develop a standardised objective pre- 
and postoperative assessment to aid the quantification and 
interpretation of desired outcomes and inform patients of 
realistic outcomes. 

At the whole-body level of body composition skinfold 

thickness, circumference measures, skeletal breadths 
and segment lengths have been adopted as substitute 
measurement methods in clinical and public health 
works (42) as they are applicable to large samples and 
can provide national estimations and data for the analysis 
of secular changes in representative samples (43). 
Furthermore, the development of accredited systems to 
standardise techniques and increase the competencies of 
individuals involved in anthropometric measuring have 
been utilised successfully in other areas of anthropometric 
assessment. For example the International Society for the 
Advancement of Kinathropometry accreditation system for 
anthropometrists (44) has operated since 1996 with the aim of 
establishing a global standard for anthropometry. Over 3,000 
anthropometrists from 49 countries have been accredited 
in anthropometric measurement techniques under this 
scheme (45). Adoption of these criteria allows standardisation 
of measurements between participants and of repeated 
measurements on the same participants. Furthermore, it allows 
comparisons to be made locally, nationally and internationally 
between sample groups.

A l though  the  deve lopment  o f  a  s t andard i sed 
anthropometric protocol to evaluate breast cosmesis has 
substantial challenges, it is critical to the advancement of 
objective assessment of the breast pre- and postoperatively. 
The instruments needed to measure anthropometric values 
of the breast are portable and inexpensive (40) allowing 
for routine clinical use. It would provide a tool to audit 
breast surgery outcomes enabling comparison of outcomes 
of different surgical techniques which may assist health 
care providers in evaluating and developing reconstruction 
services and enhancing standards of breast reconstruction. 
Furthermore it would aid quantification and interpretation 
of desired outcomes to inform patients of realistic 
outcomes, thus increasing patient satisfaction and reducing 
the upward trend in claims for poor breast cosmetic 
results. Ultimately this could improve patient outcomes 
and enhance the long-term health and well-being of 
breast cancer patients. The development of a standardised 
evaluation method for aesthetic assessment of the breast is 
not limited to reconstructive surgery alone. An objective 
measurement procedure could also be utilised in all forms of 
plastic surgery to the breast including mastopexy, reduction 
mammoplasty and breast augmentation. 
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